UPDATE AS OF NOVEMBER 16, 2020
** Park Sharon Community Families: Thank you for the incredible interest in joining us for our Basketball programs
this coming January! As you might imagine, the registration spots filled up quickly this past weekend due to the limited #
of space we could extend to our players. The following updates across each Age group are offered below as well as an
outline of our intended COVID procedures. Further details, subject to COVID conditions or other factors out of our
control, will be posted to our website over the coming weeks.
6U: Registration for this age level is now closed. A waitlist is not currently being taken.
season (clinic-style) starting Sat Jan 9th thru Feb 27th @ Velocity Sports.

We continue to target a

8U: Registration for this age level is now closed. A waitlist is not currently being taken. We continue to target a
season with practices starting the week of Mon Jan 4th. Evaluations will be conducted at Pineville Church of the
Nazarene Sat Dec 12th.
10U: Registration for this age level is now closed. A waitlist is not currently being taken. We continue to target a season
with practices starting the week of Mon Jan 4th. Evaluations will be conducted at Pineville Church of the Nazarene Sat
Dec 12th.
12U: Registration for this age level is now closed. A waitlist is not currently being taken. We continue to target a season
with practices starting the week of Mon Jan 4th. Evaluations will be conducted at Pineville Church of the Nazarene Sat
Dec 12th.
17U: Player registration for this age level has been taken on a full roster basis over these last several days, consistent
with the earlier communication. We are now fully capped for the # of teams we can effectively manage, but continue to
assess whether more gym capacity could adequately serve a few more teams. Team coaches will be contacted more
directly via email over the coming days to have their players (parents) go thru a registration process on the PSAA
site. We continue to target a season with open gym / games starting the week of Mon Jan 4th at St Andrews United
Methodist Church.
COVID UPDATE
COVID Protocols: In concert with our host churches and using guidelines offered from the State of NC and the CDC, we
have the following framework in mind to offer both our players and other attendees a safe environment. The first & last
declaration is that it is up to the individual families to determine if the activity and the environment is appropriate for them
as this is the very first point of control.
Once the season starts, PSAA & our partner churches will conduct temperature screenings of the players, coaches,
referees and PSAA administration prior to any PSAA practices, evals or game activities. At this time, we
do NOT anticipate doing the same for any (limited) spectators who attend, but strongly encourage 6' social distancing
behavior for all. In addition, temperature screening participants will have their name recorded to help facilitate a contact
tracing method. Should any signs of illness during PSAA activity or throughout the season become known, the screening
list of those who potentially came in contact with the individual(s) will be discretely leveraged to share with others; selfquarantine steps should be taken. PSAA players and the extended PSAA community are expected to share, on their
honor, whether they are feeling symptoms (test positive); names & details will be kept confidential by the PSAA
Commissioner.
Routine sanitary cleaning methods will be contractually arranged for the facilities after each day/evenings' events
and hand sanitizer and wipes will be available. Capacity limits for all venues are in place, so attendance will be counted
and admission will be controlled once #s are reached. Loitering after sanctioned PSAA activities will not be allowed within
the facilities. We advise all individuals to arrive early for their designated activity and be prepared to (wait &) comply with
our steps as we work to make the methods simple, comfortable and expeditious for all.

